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[1] Measurements of d 13C, d 15N, and C/N on diatom-bound organic matter were made over the Holocene and
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) from three sediment cores in the Southern Ocean, one each from the Atlantic,
Indian, and Pacific sectors. The site in the Scotia Sea (Atlantic sector) differed considerably from the other two
sites by having markedly lower d 13C, more variable d 15N and C/N ratios, and a sedimentary diatom assemblage
that was never dominated by Fragilariopsis kerguelensis. Although environmental parameters certainly have a
strong impact on the isotope ratios, d 13C is also correlated to the proportion of F. kerguelensis in the three cores
investigated here (r2 = 0.8). Extreme values of d 13C, d 15N, and C/N at the Last Glacial Maximum were also
related to the abundance of winter stages of Eucampia antarctica. These results suggest that diatom specific
isotope records should be interpreted in conjunction with information on the species composition of the samples.
Citation: Jacot Des Combes, H., O. Esper, C. L. De La Rocha, A. Abelmann, R. Gersonde, R. Yam, and A. Shemesh (2008), Diatom
d 13C, d 15N, and C/N since the Last Glacial Maximum in the Southern Ocean: Potential impact of Species Composition, Paleoceanography,
23, PA4209, doi:10.1029/2008PA001589.

1. Introduction
[2] The carbon and nitrogen isotopic composition (d 13C
and d 15N) and C/N ratio of diatom-bound organic matter are
commonly used to reconstruct oceanographic processes that
contribute to variations in atmospheric CO2 over glacialinterglacial cycles. High values of d 15N at the Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM) suggest that the percent draw down of
nitrate by phytoplankton was higher during glacials without a
corresponding maximum in net primary production and that
therefore surface water stratification contributed to the lower
concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere [François et al.,
1997; Sigman and Boyle, 2000]. Peaks in the C/N ratio at the
LGM have been hypothesized to reflect nitrogen limitation of
phytoplankton growth [Crosta and Shemesh, 2002], supporting the nitrogen isotope results. d 13C, while controlled by a
complex set of biological and physical factors, has been
interpreted as indicating changes in primary production, sea
surface temperature, and sea ice coverage [Crosta and
Shemesh, 2002; Schneider-Mor et al., 2005].
[3] Although these are sophisticated interpretations, the
controls on the carbon and nitrogen isotopic composition
and elemental ratio of diatom-bound organic matter are not
well understood [De La Rocha, 2006]. This organic material is
presumed to be part of the diatom cell wall and the template for
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biomineralization [Swift and Wheeler, 1992; Kröger et al.,
1999], entombed within the silica and protected from diagenesis [Singer and Shemesh, 1995; Sigman et al., 1999]. This
material has not been well characterized and there is no strong
sense for how variable its composition is between species or
among members of the same species growing under different
conditions (although it is well known that diatom cell wall
material as a whole, in terms of the types and relative
proportions of its sugars and amino acids, is quite variable
from species to species and with environmental conditions
[Hecky et al., 1973]). In addition, the culturing studies that
have been carried out on C and N isotopic fractionation by
diatoms have focused on the isotopic composition of the whole
cell (i.e., including the cytoplasm in addition to the cell wall)
and not specifically the isotopic composition of the material
occluded within the matrix of the silica [Hinga et al., 1994;
Laws et al., 1995; Needoba et al., 2003].
[4] Organic material from within the silica contains serine, glycine, and tyrosine-rich proteins [Swift and Wheeler,
1992; Kröger et al., 1999, 2002]. Proteins associated with
the diatom frustule have been classed into three types
(frustulins, silaffins, and pleuralins) that are to varying
degrees peripheral to, embedded in, or attached to the cell
wall [Kröger et al., 1999, 2002]. The cell wall also contains
polysaccharides [Hecky et al., 1973; Granum et al., 2002],
although it is not clear to what extent polysaccharides are
present in the material entombed within the silica. The
previously observed variability in the C/N ratio of diatombound organic matter (i.e., between 3 and 11 mol mol1)
[Crosta et al., 2002] suggests that there may be not only a
significant amount of polysaccharide within the silica matrix but that the relative amount of it is quite variable.
[5] Although comparison of Holocene and LGM diatom
valves from one site in the Southern Ocean suggested little
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Figure 1. Location of the three sediment core sites in the Southern Ocean. Modern Polar Front (M-PF)
have been placed according to Belkin and Gordon [1996], and modern winter sea ice extent (M-WSI) is
defined as that having more than 15% coverage in September (1979 – 1999). The placement of the
M-WSI boundary follows Comiso [2003]. Epilog LGM Polar Front (LGM-PF) and Epilog LGM winter
sea ice extent (LGM-WSI) have been placed following Gersonde et al. [2005].
change in their amino acid composition over time [Shemesh
et al., 1993], if the composition of the occluded organic
matter is variable enough, this variability will play a role in
the downcore variations in carbon and nitrogen isotopes and
C/N ratios observed in diatom-bound organic matter. For
example, proteins tend to be enriched in 15N relative to cell
material as a whole [Werner and Schmidt, 2002]. Amino
acids, of which proteins are constructed, can differ from one
another in d 15N by as much as 10% and in their d 13C by as
much as 20% [Macko et al., 1987].
[6] The interpretation of the isotopic and major element
composition of diatom-bound organic matter in sediment
cores presumes consistency to the signatures produced at
different times and places by all particular diatom species.

This is a topic that has not been adequately addressed. Here
we present a comparison of diatom-bound d 15N, d 13C, and
C/N ratio records from 3 sediment cores from different
settings in the Southern Ocean, south of the present-day
Polar Front. By coupling these records with data on the
diatom species abundances, a first assessment of the robustness of the proxies over geographic locality and diatom
species composition has been made.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Sediment Cores
[7] One cm samples covering the Holocene and Last
Glacial Maximum (LGM: 23– 19 cal ka BP [Mix et al.,
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Figure 2. Distribution of chlorophyll in the Southern
Ocean during austral summer. Note the greater and more
uniform abundance of chlorophyll in the Atlantic sector
(downwind of Patagonia), in coastal regions, and in other
areas near landmasses which can serve as sources of Fe.
Image courtesy of the SeaWiFS Project, NASA/GSFC and
GeoEYE.
2001]) were taken at 10 cm intervals from 3 sediment cores
in the Southern Ocean (Figure 1), core PS 2606-6 (53.23°S,
40.80°E, 2545 mbsl) from the western Indian sector, core
PS 58/271-1 (61.24°S, 116.05°W, 5214 mbsl) from the
eastern Pacific sector, and core PS 1786-1 (54.92°S,
31.72°W, 5862 mbsl) from the Scotia Sea, western Atlantic
sector. All three core positions are located south of the
present-day Antarctic Polar Front (APF) and were chosen to
represent different environmental conditions during both the
Holocene and the last glacial, especially in term of sea ice
coverage. The site from the Scotia Sea (Atlantic sector) is
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the site which is closest to the sea ice edge and currently has
the highest amount of dust [Wagener et al., 2008] and
chlorophyll (Figure 2) compared to the sites from the Indian
and Pacific sectors.
[8] The stratigraphy of these cores is based on AMS-14C
measurements, with 4 – 6 control points in each of the cores
(Table 1 and Figure 3). The AMS-14C measurements were
made on the acid insoluble of base soluble humic fraction
extracted from the sediment. Samples were prepared and
analyzed at the Leibniz Labor für Alterbestimmung und
Isotopenforschung in Kiel (Germany). 14C ages were
converted to calendar years using CALIB4.2 [Stuiver et
al., 1998] after applying a reservoir age of 810, 750 and
840 years at the Indian, Pacific, and Atlantic sites, respectively [Bard, 1988]. The age of the samples located between
the control points was obtained by linear interpolation, and
the resulting age model was refined by the use of stratigraphic
markers like variations in the abundance of Eucampia
antarctica [Gersonde et al., 2003].
2.2. Separation and Cleaning of Samples
[9] Diatom opal was separated from bulk sediment using
a series of physical separation and chemical cleaning steps
[Singer and Shemesh, 1995]. First, the <20 mm size fraction
(the one most predominantly diatom and also the one most
devoid of opal produced by radiolarians) was isolated from
the bulk sediment through sieving and sonication. Carbonate and bulk organic matter were removed via reaction with
a 50:50 (vol vol1) solution of concentrated HCl and 30%
H2O2 at room temperature. Diatoms were separated from
mineral grains using the heavy liquid, sodium polytungstate.
Any remaining organic matter external to the diatom opal
was removed in a second digestion in the acidified peroxide
solution for 2 h at 60°C. Slides were made of each cleaned
sample and checked to ensure that radiolarian opal and
mineral silicate grains had been eliminated. That these
procedures sufficiently cleaned extraneous organic matter
from the samples was demonstrated by measurements of
weight percent carbon in these samples of 0.2 to 0.4%.
2.3. Isotopic Analysis and Measurement of C/N Ratios
[10] The carbon (d 13C) and nitrogen (d 15N) isotopic
composition, and the C and N content of organic matter

Table 1. Sample Depth, Laboratory ID, Carbon Source, and Ages of the Samples Analyzed for AMS-14C Measurements
14

PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
PS
a

Core

Depth (cmbsf)

Laboratory ID

1786-1
1786-1
1786-1
1786-1
2606-6
2606-6
2606-6
2606-6
2606-6
2606-6
58/271-1
58/271-1
58/271-1
58/271-1

2 – 3.5 + 6 – 7.5
71.5 – 75
121.5 – 124.5
181 – 184
126 – 130
226 – 230
273 – 277
316 – 320
425 – 429
516 – 520
14 – 17
113 – 117
212 – 217
271 – 275

KIA16766H
KIA16767H
KIA16768Ha
KIA16770Ha
KIA16759AH
KIA16760AH
KIA16761AH
KIA23790H
KIA16764H
KIA16765H
KIA16755H
KIA16756H
KIA16757Ha
KIA23793H

Samples where the

C Source
humic
humic
humic
humic
humic
humic
humic
humic
humic
humic
humic
humic
humic
humic

acid
acid
acid
acid
acid
acid
acid
acid
acid
acid
acid
acid
acid
acid

C Age
(ka BP)

Error (ka)

Reservoir
Age (ka)

2.725
5.655
9.355
16.275
6.210
7.110
7.700
9.860
16.650
20.340
6.150
9.570
14.480
19.690

±0.025
±0.040
±0.070
+0.305/0.290
±0.130
±0.110
+0.170/0.160
±0.060
±0.100
±0.210
±0.070
±0.100
+0.185/0.180
+0.170/0.160

0.84
0.84
0.84
0.84
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.81
0.75
0.75
0.75
0.75

14

C ages were obtained by averaging values from two analyses.
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Reservoir Corrected
C Age (cal ka BP)

14

1.895
5.581
9.534
18.327
6.209
7.236
7.826
10.263
18.793
23.039
6.209
9.833
16.365
22.360
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Figure 3. Opal-based records from three sites in the Southern Ocean. Core PS 1786-1, Scotia Sea
(dashed line); core PS 58/271-1, Pacific sector (solid black line); and core PS 2606-6, Indian sector (solid
grey line). These records extend to the last glacial. (a) d13C record, (b) d15N record, and (c) C/N ratio
record. The Epilog LGM [Mix et al., 2001] is indicated as a shaded band. The symbols located along the
age scale on the left indicate the control points of the 14C age calibration. They are black circles for core
PS 1786-1, white upside down triangles for core PS 58/271-1, and grey triangles for core PS 2606-1.
These data are available online in the Pangaea database (http://www.pangaea.de/).

encased within the cleaned diatom opal were measured at
the Weizmann Institute of Science. Measurements were
made using a Carlo Erba EA1110 elemental analyzer in
line with a Finnigan MAT 252 stable isotope ratio mass
spectrometer. Isotopic and abundance data for carbon and
nitrogen were measured from the same runs via peak
jumping. At least two replicates were measured for each
sample. d13C values are reported versus peedee belemnite
(PDB) and d15N is reported versus air. The %C and %N data
were combined to establish the C/N (mol mol1) ratio of the
opal-bound organic matter. Elemental analyzer runs were
checked for internal consistency using several calibrated
laboratory standards (acetanilide, glycine, and cellulose).
The mean 1s standard deviation was 0.17% and 0.24% for
d 13C and d 15N, respectively. %C and %N measurements
had a mean standard deviation of 0.0007% and 0.005%
respectively.
2.4. Diatom Species Counts
[11] Given the impossibility of making counts on the
cleaned, sonicated <20 mm size fraction (which contained
a considerable proportion of fragmented diatom frustules),
quantitative slides for diatom species counts on the whole
assemblage were prepared and performed following the
description by Gersonde and Zielinski [2000]. For each
sample, a known volume of decarbonated and peroxidetreated sediment was evenly dispersed in a gelatin solution,
pipetted onto a glass slide, and allowed to dry at room
temperature. Once dry, samples were fixed into resin

(Meltmount) at 160°C. At least 400 valves were counted
in traverses over the slide with a Zeiss microscope at a
magnification of 1000 x. The taxonomy of Zielinski [1993]
was followed. The sea ice diatom group consisted of
the species: Fragilariopsis cylindrus, F. curta, F. ritscheri,
F. obliquecostata, F. sublineares, and Actinocyclus actinochilus. The ‘‘other diatoms’’ group was made up of 35
different species, including Thalassiosira lengitinosa,
T. gracilis, F. separanda, Thalassiothrix antarctica, and
Azpeitia tabularis var. tabularis.
[12] Although the sieved, sonicated, and cleaned material
could not also be quantitatively counted, slides of this
material were inspected and changes observed in the species
composition of the whole diatom assemblage from core PS
1786– 1 in the Atlantic sector were also qualitatively present
in the isotopically analyzed material. This is not surprising
given that the bulk of the diatom opal wound up in the
sonicated and cleaned <20 mm opal fraction.

3. Results
[13] There is little to no overlap in the d 13C values in the
three cores at any given time over the last 32 ka. d13C
ranges from 26.0 to 21.2% in the Scotia Sea (Atlantic
sector) core (PS1786 – 1), from 22.0 to 17.8% in the
Pacific sector core (PS 58/271 – 1), and from 19.6 to
16.4% in the Indian sector core (PS 2606 – 6) (Figure 3a).
The Scotia Sea core also differs from the other two by
showing strong variations during the Holocene. As a result,
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Figure 4. Abundance of selected diatom species at the three sites from the Southern Ocean. The percent
of Fragilariopsis kerguelensis, Eucampia antarctica, Chaetoceros spp, ice diatoms, and the remaining
species (‘‘other diatoms’’) are shown for (a) the Indian sector, (b) the Pacific sector, and (c) the Scotia
Sea. E. antarctica and Chaetoceros spp. fractions are both predominantly made up of heavily silicified
winter stages/resting spores. The Epilog LGM [Mix et al., 2001] is indicated as a shaded band. These data
are available online in the Pangaea database (http://www.pangaea.de/).

although the d13C values are lower during the LGM than
during the Holocene, the offset between the LGM values
and the lowest Holocene values is relatively small. In the
Pacific sector, the d13C values are at a minimum just after
the LGM (Figure 3a).
[14] d 15N ranges from +0.5 to +3.2% in the Indian sector
core, from +1.0 to +4.1% in the Pacific sector core, and
from +1.1 to +4.7% in the Scotia Sea core (Figure 3b). In
contrast to d13C, the d 15N values from the three cores are
comparable during the Holocene, but they diverge distinctly
before 14 cal ka BP. There is a generally downward trend in
d 15N from the LGM toward the present day.
[15] As with d 15N, C/N profiles of the three cores are
roughly coincident, although the Atlantic core shows a
greater range of variation than do the other two cores
(Figure 3c). C/N in the Indian, Pacific, and Atlantic cores
range from 7.6 to 9.5 (mol mol1), from 8.1 to 10.9 (mol
mol1), and from 6.8 to 12.9 (mol mol1), respectively. The
Indian sector core shows similar values during the both last
glacial and the Holocene, whereas in the Scotia Sea
(Atlantic sector) core, lowest values during the LGM are
followed by a sharp rise. The Pacific sector core shows low
values during the Holocene and before and during the first
half of the LGM, and maximum values at the end of and
shortly after the LGM (Figure 3c). At both the Pacific
sector and the Scotia Sea sites, the C/N ratio is correlated to
the amount of carbon in the samples (r2 = 0.45, p < 0.01
and r2 = 0.51, p < 0.01, respectively), but not to the amount

of nitrogen. No such relationships are observed in the
Indian sector core.
[16] In terms of bulk diatom species composition of the
cores as a whole, Fragilariopsis kerguelensis is the most
common species, generally making up 40 to 80% of the
species assemblage (Figure 4). In the Scotia Sea core, the
next 2 most abundant groups are Chaetoceros spp. and
E. antarctica, peaking at 60 and 55%, respectively. In the
other cores, however, these groups never represent more
than 12% of the assemblage each. Up to one third of the
diatoms in the cores are neither F. kerguelensis, Chaetoceros
spp., nor E. antarctica, falling instead into the category of
‘‘other diatoms.’’ Sea ice diatoms never exist in great
number in any of the cores.
[17] In the Indian sector (Figure 4a), the species composition is dominated by F. kerguelensis (at ca. 70 –80%), but
with slightly greater abundances of E. antarctica and
Chaetoceros spp. occurring between 23 and 15 cal ka BP.
In the Pacific core (Figure 4b), the relative abundance of
F. kerguelensis, Chaetoceros spp., and E. antarctica is fairly
steady over the time interval considered, except for a minor
peak in E. antarctica between 22 and 18 cal ka BP. The
Scotia Sea core is the only one not clearly dominated by
F. kerguelensis (Figure 4c). The abundance of F. kerguelensis is never more than 58% in this core and plummets
down to 17 to 30% in the interval between 17 and 27 cal ka
BP, in part to accommodate peaks in Chaetoceros spp. and
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E. antarctica. This last peak is part of a drastic shift in
E. antarctica abundances from glacial values up to 30% to
Holocene values around 5%. The glacial peak may be partly
related to stronger opal dissolution occurring during the
interval between 17 and 27 cal ka BP.

4. Discussion
4.1. Regional Differences in Diatom d13C
[18] Of the three cores presented here, only the Scotia Sea
core shows peak values in diatom d 13C during the Holocene
and distinctly minimum values at the LGM, as has been
seen in several other cores from the Southern Ocean,
including ODP Site 1094 which spans seven glacial-interglacial transitions [Shemesh et al., 1993, 2002; Singer and
Shemesh, 1995; Rosenthal et al., 2000; Crosta and Shemesh,
2002; Crosta et al., 2005; Schneider-Mor et al., 2005]. The
most striking feature of the d 13C, d 15N, and C/N records,
when taken together, is that the d 15N and C/N records are
both roughly coincident between Indian sector, Pacific
sector, and Scotia Sea sites while d 13C can differ between
two sites by as much as 8% (Figure 3).
[19] That there might be regional variations in d 13C is not
new. In bulk samples of particulate organic matter (POM)
from the Southern Ocean, geographic variability in d13C 
8% has been previously observed, with, just as seen here,
more negative values occurring in the Atlantic Sector [Rau
et al., 1982, 1989, 1997; Freeman and Hayes, 1992;
Goericke and Fry, 1994]. Other published records of
diatom-bound d 13C also show offsets between the various
Southern Ocean sectors [Rosenthal et al., 2000; Crosta and
Shemesh, 2002].
[20] These differences in the d13C of POM and diatombound organic matter between Southern Ocean sectors, and
the particularly negative values of the Atlantic Sector, have
never been satisfactorily explained. It is not that there is
much regional variation in the d 13C of dissolved inorganic
carbon (DIC) of surface waters. Some differences exist
[Kroopnick, 1985; Rau et al., 1989], but nothing on the
order of the several permil necessary to explain the POM
and diatom-bound organic matter data.
[21] Likewise sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are unlikely to be making a substantial contribution to the isotopic
variations. Temperature has only a minor influence on
isotope fractionation between gaseous and dissolved CO2
[Vogel et al., 1970] and anyway large regional variations in
the d 13C of dissolved CO2 have already been ruled out [Rau
et al., 1982, 1989]. True, temperature influences dissolved
CO2 solubility and therefore concentrations [Rau et al.,
1989; Goericke and Fry, 1994] and it affects phytoplankton
growth rates and the expression of carbon isotope fractionation [Rau et al., 1992, 1996; François et al., 1993;
Goericke and Fry, 1994; Laws et al., 1995; Dehairs et al.,
1997] in ways that might translate into variability in the
d 13C of organic matter. But SSTs reconstructed via diatombased transfer functions for the three sediment core sites
reported here indicate little variation in temperature between
these sites. The less than 1°C differences suggested cannot
really account for offsets in the d13C of diatom-bound
organic matter of several permil.
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[22] Another possibility is the presence of sea ice, which,
by inhibiting ventilation of CO2 from upwelled deep waters,
could induce a decrease in the d 13C of DIC in surface waters
[Shemesh et al., 1993; Stephens and Keeling, 2000; Crosta
and Shemesh, 2002]. Increased ice coverage could have also
influenced carbon and nitrogen utilization by diatoms in
certain areas, leading to regional differences in d 15N and
d13C. The abundance of sea ice diatoms present in the
sedimentary assemblage of diatoms (Figure 4) suggests that
the core site in the Scotia Sea (Figure 1), the one with the
significantly lower d13C values (Figure 3), was the only one
to have winter sea ice during the Holocene (O. Esper,
personal communication, 2007). However, as with SST, it
is difficult to relate the low d13C values entirely to the
extended sea ice presence at the Scotia Sea site. Models
indicate that even substantially expanded coverage of the
Southern Ocean with sea ice in winter would drive down the
d13C of surface water DIC by less than 1% [Stephens and
Keeling, 2000], far less than the up to 8% difference
observed between the Scotia Sea core and the others.
Similar conclusions have been drawn on the basis of
planktonic foraminiferan d 13C [Shemesh et al., 1993].
[23] If physical parameters cannot explain the regional
patterns in POM and diatom-bound d 13C, the patterns must
be biological in origin, most likely tied to disparity in
overall rates of primary production or in the way that
primary production is carried out. The d 13C of phytoplankton (d13Cphyto) is set during the photosynthetic production
of organic matter and is related to the isotopic composition
of dissolved CO2 (d13Cce), isotope fractionation associated
with the diffusion of CO2 into the phytoplankton cell (ed),
isotope fractionation during the capture of CO2 by the
enzyme, Rubisco (ef), and the balance between intracellular
and extracellular concentrations of dissolved CO2 (Ci and
Ce, respectively):
d13 Cphyto ¼ d13 Cce  ed  ðef  ed Þðci =ce Þ

ð1Þ

[Laws et al., 1995; Rau et al., 1996, 1997; Hofmann et al.,
2000]. Because of this multiplicity of factors, phytoplankton d 13C cannot be precisely or quantitatively used as a
proxy for primary production or CO2 concentrations [Laws
et al., 1995]. In addition, different forms and subtle
differences in the same forms of Rubisco mean that
different phytoplankton species have different values of ef
[Scott et al., 2007]. Phytoplankton growth rates, cell size,
cell shape, and the potential use of carbon concentrating
mechanisms all affect the balance between ci and ce,
allowing for greater or less extent of the carbon isotope
fractionation associated with CO2 fixation by Rubisco to be
expressed (see equation (1)) [Laws et al., 1995; Rau et al.,
1996, 1997, 2001].
[24] In other words, low rates of carbon fixation in
combination with high concentrations of dissolved CO2 in
surface waters would allow for a more full expression of the
potentially 25 to 28% isotope discrimination of the
carbon-fixing enzyme, Rubisco, resulting in the production
of organic matter of lower d 13C than under conditions of
higher growth rates or lower concentrations of dissolved
CO2 [Laws et al., 1995; Rau et al., 1996]. Similarly, low
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Figure 5. The d13C of POC from the euphotic zone in the
water column during the SOIREE Fe fertilization experiment in the Southern Ocean versus the abundance of F.
kerguelensis in the samples. Filled symbols indicate
samples from Fe-fertilized waters, and unfilled symbols
represent samples from unfertilized waters. Diamonds
represent the >200 mm size fraction, circles represent the
70 –200 mm size fraction, squares represent the 20– 70 mm
size fraction, and triangles represent the 5 – 20 mm size
fraction. Data are from Trull and Armand [2001]. The
regression shown is y = 0.10x  28.7; r2 = 0.44; n = 14;
p = 0.01.
rates of carbon fixation relative to the resupply of dissolved
CO2 into surface waters would prevent a rise in the d 13C of
the dissolved CO2 reservoir (and thus of the subsequently
produced organic matter) through Rayleigh distillation as
CO2 concentrations were drawn down.
[25] Unfortunately, here again, the lower d13C values of
the Scotia Sea in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean
cannot be explained. If anything, this sector exhibits higher
overall levels and rates of primary production than the other
two sectors, exactly the opposite of what is needed to
explain the d13C of POM and diatom-bound organic matter.
Standing stocks of chlorophyll during productive times of
the year are notably higher here (Figure 2), implying higher
rates of primary production.
[26] The higher concentrations of chlorophyll are likely
related to the input of dust from Patagonia into the Atlantic
sector, especially in the west [Mahowald et al., 1999;
Wagener et al., 2008], and thus of the often-limiting
micronutrient, iron; large parts of the Pacific and Indian
sectors, too distantly removed from any such dust source,
are likely to be significantly more iron limited than the
Atlantic sector. Iron enrichment experiments in the Southern
Ocean indicate that inputs of iron to surface waters here shifts
the structure of the phytoplankton community toward domination by large diatoms (Fragilariopsis, Thalassiothrix, and
Odontella spp.), and increases the rates of growth and carbon
uptake by these diatoms [Gall et al., 2001a, 2001b;
Hoffmann et al., 2006; Assmy et al., 2007], all things that
should drive the d13C of both bulk POM and diatom organic
matter up and not down. Because all of the organic matter
within a diatom cell (including that occluded within the
opal) is produced during photosynthesis, there should be a
direct link between bulk cell and opal bound organic matter
values.
[27] If temperature, the d13C of dissolved CO2, Fe availability, and overall patterns of primary production cannot
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explain the differences in the d13C of POM and diatombound organic matter between sectors of the Southern
Ocean and the low values found in the Scotia Sea, what
remains as the main controlling factor of the d13C of organic
matter in the Southern Ocean in both modern times and over
glacial-interglacial cycles? One possibility is for the d13C
differences to be related to the species of diatoms preserved
in the sediments. The size, surface to volume ratio, growth
rate, and specifics of the carbon fixing enzyme, Rubisco, for
each species leave room for differences in the d 13C of
different phytoplankton growing under different conditions
[Laws et al., 1995; Rau et al., 1996, 1997, 2001; Popp et
al., 1998; Hofmann et al., 2000; Scott et al., 2007]. It may
very well be that the higher d13C values of cores from the
Pacific and Indian sectors are tied to the solid predominance
of F. kerguelensis in the sediments there, something which
is not true in core PS 1786 – 1 from the Scotia Sea where F.
kerguelensis makes up only between 10 and 45% of the
diatom assemblage (Figure 4). Correlation between the
carbon isotopic composition of particulate organic carbon
(POC) and the relative abundance of F. kerguelensis in
samples can, after all, be seen in published data from the
water column (Figure 5), so it would not be too surprising to
see it also in the sediments.
4.2. Influence of Species Composition on
Diatom-Bound d13C and d15N
[28] Despite grave differences in cleaning and analytical
methods employed in obtaining d 13C and d 15N from fossil
diatoms in various studies [e.g., Crosta and Shemesh, 2002;
Crosta et al., 2002, 2005; Robinson et al., 2004, 2005],
most studies of diatom-bound organic matter in Southern
Ocean sediments (from south of the present-day Antarctic
Polar Front) report an increase in d 13C [Shemesh et al.,
1993, 2002; De La Rocha et al., 1998; Rosenthal et al.,
2000; Crosta and Shemesh, 2002; Crosta et al., 2005;
Schneider-Mor et al., 2005; Singer and Shemesh, 1995]
and a decrease in d 15N [François et al., 1992, 1997; Crosta
and Shemesh, 2002; Shemesh et al., 2002; Crosta et al.,
2005; Robinson et al., 2005; Schneider-Mor et al., 2005]
between LGM and the Holocene. The situation here is more
complex. Although an increase in d 13C is observed between
the last glacial and the Holocene, its intensity varies from
site to site, as does the exact timing of the lowest d13C
values (Figure 3). Regarding d 15N, the generally observed
decrease between LGM and the Holocene is not observed in
the Indian Ocean core, although the record does not span the
entire LGM interval (Figure 3).
[29] The hypotheses put forward to explain the trends are
tied to nutrient cycling and primary production. The LGM
maximum in d 15N has been ascribed to nitrate concentrations being drawn down to relatively low levels, because
of biological utilization, and, likewise, the minimum in
d13C has been related to the balance between CO2 uptake
and availability [François et al., 1992, 1997; Singer and
Shemesh, 1995; De La Rocha et al., 1998; Rosenthal et al.,
2000; Crosta and Shemesh, 2002; Shemesh et al., 2002;
Robinson et al., 2004, 2005; Crosta et al., 2005;
Schneider-Mor et al., 2005]. Given the importance of
understanding what is going on with the biological pump
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Figure 6. Variation of isotopes and C/N with abundances of (a – c) F. kerguelensis, (d – f) E. antarctica,
and (g – i) ‘‘other diatoms’’ in the sedimentary diatom assemblage. Black triangles correspond to the
Scotia Sea (Atlantic sector), gray squares correspond to the Pacific sector, and black circles correspond to
the Indian sector. Samples from the LGM are white. The significant regression lines shown in Figure 6a
are for the data set as a whole (y = 0.14x  28.75; r2 = 0.80; n = 129; p = 0.01).

in the glacial Southern Ocean, and that nutrient utilization
proxies based on diatom opal are the most direct way of
assessing this, it is worth considering if there is an
ecological component to the signal. Can the observed
LGM extrema in diatom d 13C and d 15N be the result of
changes in the species composition of the sediments
analyzed? This is a possibility which was not reported in
any previous studies, none of which made direct, quantitative comparisons between species abundances and isotopic values [Rosenthal et al., 2000; Crosta et al., 2002].
[30] That species abundances have an influence on sedimentary diatom d 13C values is strongly suggested by the
data reported here (although it should be again pointed out
that the isotope measurements were made on the <20 mm
fraction and the species counts were carried on the bulk
assemblage). In the Scotia Sea core (Figure 3), the only
one to show the expected extrema at the LGM, the three
samples with notably high d15N and notably low d 13C (and
the lowest values of C/N) fall between 18 and 24 cal ka
BP. This interval corresponds to a huge peak (more than
50%) in the amount of E. antarctica in the sediments
(Figure 4), and, conversely, to the lowest F. kerguelensis
abundances (10 to 30%). This peak in E. antarctica
abundance is related to a strong dissolution event that
resulted in the preferential preservation of heavily silicified
diatom species, like E. antarctica.

[31] A plot of d 13C against the abundance of F. kerguelensis
reveals a strong correlation between the two (Figure 6a). The
relationship is significant for all three cores taken together
(y = 0.14x  28.75; r2 = 0.80; n = 129; p = 0.01), and for the
Pacific sector core (y = 0.12x  27.87; r2 = 0.60; n = 42;
p = 0.01) and Indian sector core (y = 0.09x  24.47; r2 =
0.73; n = 52; p = 0.01) taken individually. Interestingly,
the relationship between d13C and F. kerguelensis only
fails to be significant in the Scotia Sea (y = 0.03x 
24.75; r2 = 0.03; n = 42; p > 0.05), the site exhibiting the
lowest and most variable values of d 13C and lowest and
more variable abundances of F. kerguelensis.
[32] Although it may be that the species composition of
diatoms in the sediments is tightly correlated to some
environmental change responsible for the shifts in d13C, it
is more likely that changes in the species composition are
directly responsible for the downcore d13C signal and for
the lower values in the Scotia Sea. In areas where F.
kerguelensis overwhelmingly dominates the sedimentary
assemblage (e.g., the Pacific and Indian sectors; Figure 4),
the sedimentary diatom d 13C appears to primarily reflect the
balance between the abundance of F. kerguelensis and the
rest of the diatom species taken as a whole. Alternatively, it
may be that the signal represents mainly a balance between
F. kerguelensis and the fraction remaining that is not E.
antarctica nor Chaetoceros spp. (i.e., the ‘‘other diatoms’’),
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as in the Pacific and Indian sector cores it is this ‘‘other
diatom’’ fraction that makes up the only other large component of the sedimentary assemblage.
[33] In areas, such as the Scotia Sea, where F. kerguelensis abundances are lower and no one fraction overwhelmingly dominates the sedimentary assemblage, the control of
d 13C is more complex. While the lower values of d 13C here
are most easily explained by the predominance of species
other than F. kerguelensis, changes in the values cannot just
be explained by the degree of absence of F. kerguelensis.
The three other major diatom species and species groups, E.
antarctica, Chaetoceros spp., and ‘‘other diatoms,’’ each
contribute significantly and variably to the sedimentary
assemblage and must have average d 13C values that are
relatively different from one another. For example, just as
plots of d13C versus F. kerguelensis hint at high values of
d 13C for this species (Figure 6a), plots against E. antarctica
abundance (Figure 6d) suggest low values for E. antarctica.
The resulting total diatom d 13C value thus follows no one
species’ abundance directly.
[34] The relationship between d 15N (or C/N ratios) and
species composition is not as strong as with d13C (Figures 6b,
6e, and 6h). Although the highest d 15N values in the
Atlantic and Pacific sector cores correspond to the lowest
abundances of F. kerguelensis, there is only a significant
correlation between d 15N and F. kerguelensis abundance in
the Pacific sector core (y = 0.06x + 6.80; r2 = 0.32; n = 42;
p = 0.05). The Pacific site is also the only one to show a
significant relationship between C/N ratio and F. kerguelensis
abundance (y = 0.08x + 15.10; r2 = 0.55; n = 42; p =
0.01). This may be because d 15N and C/N are not as
strongly variable between diatoms species. Or this may
represent analytical artifacts associated with measuring the
low levels of N trapped within the diatom silica [Robinson
et al., 2004].
[35] It appears that E. antarctica tends to have high values
of d15N, as shown by the high values in sediment cores when
E. antarctica abundances reach 10% or higher (Figure 6e).
E. antarctica may also have relatively low values of d 13C
(Figure 6d) and low C/N ratios (Figure 6f), as shown by the
extreme LGM values on these plots. No strong sense of the
isotopic or elemental composition of the Chaetoceros spp.
fraction can be discerned (data not shown). Not much can be
said about the average isotopic or elemental composition of
the ‘‘other diatom’’ fraction, either, save that, by virtue of
being the second component of what is essentially a twocomponent mixture (Figures 6a and 6g), the d 13C of the
‘‘other diatom’’ fraction must be lower than that of
F. kerguelensis.
[36] If we are to successfully interpret paleoceanographic
records of diatom d 13C and d 15N, and they are, as they
appear to be, linked to the species being analyzed, we need
to understand where these species differences are coming
from. While Figure 6 shows this is certainly an issue for
d 13C, the correspondence between the abundance of E.
antarctica and high d 15N values at the LGM also demand
consideration. The high d13C values of F. kerguelensis are
most likely physiological, related to factors affecting carbon uptake, c.f. [Rau et al., 1997] and may not reflect
environmental conditions. This diatom dominates the open
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ocean species assemblage in the water column [Smetacek et
al., 2004; Assmy et al., 2007] and occurs predominately in
areas where the dissolved silicon to nitrate ratio in the
surface ocean is high [Abelmann et al., 2006]. Its growth
may be spurred on briefly by inputs of Fe, as seen in the Fe
fertilization experiment, EisenEx [Assmy et al., 2007], but
its low abundance in the most Fe-fertilized and productive
sector of the Southern Ocean suggests that it is not a
species necessarily recording signals tied to high levels of
primary production and nutrient utilization [Abelmann et
al., 2006].
[37] While the high diatom d 15N values observed at the
LGM may be reflecting heavy consumption of the nutrient
nitrate, a cause associated with the increased abundance of
E. antarctica in the sediments at this time cannot be ruled
out (Figure 6e). First, it is already known that there are
species-specific fractionation factors for nitrate utilization
[Needoba et al., 2003]. Second, E. antarctica is, as well as
Chaetoceros spp., a fast growing, weakly silicified species,
and its normal vegetative cells are not preserved in sediments. The E. antarctica cells that are found are winter
stages, a heavily silicified form produced as a response to
decreasing daylight [Fryxell and Prasad, 1990]. Thus the
signal of nutrient ‘‘utilization’’ recorded by this species may
correspond to the nutrient availability at the end of the
bloom season, as opposed to giving a signal integrated
across the entire growing season.
[38] The species composition of diatoms in the sediments, even in the Southern Ocean, is variable between
sectors, with latitude, and back through time, making the
possibility of species shifts contributing to downcore
isotopic records is a very real one. Although it is not
completely clear whether these shifts are related solely to
environmental changes or the result of the dissolution of
the more weakly silicified species, this is something that
must be investigated in more detail in order to improve
paleoceanographic interpretation of d13C and d 15N. Although progress is being made on the separation of more
specific opal fractions out of sediments via laminar flow
techniques [e.g., Rings et al., 2004], we are some ways off
from being able to effectively separate out monospecific
diatom samples. Until that time, it is imperative that data
on the abundance of diatom species in the samples analyzed be given alongside the records of diatom-bound d13C
and d15N.
4.3. Composition of the Diatom-Bound Organic
Matter, as Defined by C/N
[39] Although the diatom cell wall as a whole contains a
significant amount of polysaccharides, especially on the
external surface [Hecky et al., 1973], analyses of the organic
material entombed within the silica of the cell wall reveals
that it is largely made of proteins and polyamines [Swift and
Wheeler, 1992; Kröger et al., 1999, 2000]. The C/N ratio of
the proteins from marine plankton averages 3.8 mol mol1
and shows minimal variability between species and location
[Hedges et al., 2002]. Given this, it is surprising that the C/
N ratio of diatom-bound organic matter is much higher and
relatively variable, falling generally between 6 and 14 mol
mol1 (Figure 3) [Sigman et al., 1999; Crosta and Shemesh,
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2002; Crosta et al., 2005; Schneider-Mor et al., 2005]. C/N
values as high as 14 mol mol1 require that the organic
matter being analyzed contain a significant proportion of
carbohydrate or lipid, things which contain essentially no
nitrogen.
[40] This raises questions about exactly what the fossil
diatom organic matter being analyzed is. Does it represent a
pure and intact fraction of the organic template for silicification and therefore imply that there is a lot of polysaccharide in this material? Or is it that measurements of diatombound organic matter are contaminated by external material
strongly attached to the diatom frustule, that cleaning
methods partially degrade the entombed organic matter, or
that the cell wall material is not in fact protected from
diagenesis as surmised? Or is it related to the difficulty of
measuring diatom-bound N (and therefore C/N) on such
small samples (resulting in large errors relative to the
variability in %N) and the possibility for contamination
from atmospheric N during analysis [Robinson et al.,
2004]?
[41] In the cores analyzed here, C/N ratios do not appear
to be linked with the d 15N of the samples. In none of the
cores looked at (nor in all of them as a whole) is there a
significant slope to the relationship between C/N and d15N.
There is, however a significant correlation between d 13C
and C/N ratios in the Pacific sector core (y = 1.22x 
8.14; r2 = 0.78, n = 42; p = 0.01). This may indicate that the
percentage of polysaccharide or lipid in the organic matter
analyzed is fueling some of the observed variation in d 13C,
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adding further complexity to the interpretation of d 13C in
diatom-bound organic matter.

5. Conclusions
[42] Although d 15N, in particular, and d 13C and the C/N
ratio of organic matter occluded within sedimentary diatoms
are important paleoceanographic proxies, it appears that the
interpretation of these proxies is not perfectly simple.
Variations in the C/N ratio of the diatom bound organic
matter show that the organic matter varies in composition
from sample to sample. In all three cores reported here, d13C
values were linked to diatom species abundances, in particular to the abundance of F. kerguelensis. It also appears that
extreme values at the LGM in d15N that have previously
been ascribed to nutrient drawdown might be related to the
increased incidence of E. antarctica winter stages. These
data suggest that combined publication of records of diatom-bound d13C and d15N and of abundance of diatom
species in the samples analyzed would help interpretation of
the isotope composition of opal-bound organic matter.
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